The SEA technique estimates a single, space averaged, value for the acoustic energy in an acoustic voIume. The theory of diffuse sound fields in enclosures predicts a non-uniform sound pressure distribution in acoustic volumes. The sound pressure levels increase near the boundaries of the volume. The theory of diffuse sound fields can therefore be applied to generate an estimate of the spatial distribution of sound pressure levels from the predicted space average energy level.
SEA ROOM MODEL
The SEA model of an isolated subsystem such as an acoustic volume is simply a statement of a power balance between the exciting source power input n and the power dissipation in the acoustic volume. The power loss is proportional to the energy E , the radian frequency w , and the damping loss factor ?j of the acoustic volume in the SEA theory.
The SEA damping loss factor can be restated in terms of the reverberation time Tm or the average acoustic absorption in the volume Z for a enclosure of volume V and surface area S .
The energy in the room is interpreted as diffuse acoustic energy. The acoustic energy in the volume can be expressed as a space-averaged sound pressure level.
The SEA technique will estimate an expected value for the space-averaged SPL in the volume assuming the sound field is diffuse. The SEA technique by itself cannot address the spatial distribution of the sound pressure levels in the volume. The assumption that the sound field is diffuse can however be exploited to provide some useful information on the spatial distribution.
PROPERTIES OF DIFFUSE SOUND FIELDS
In an ideal diffuse field the mean energy flow is constant in all directions throughout the volume. Diffuse sound fields have been studied over the years and a number of useful properties have been documented. The space averaged SPL in the acoustic volume is a mean value of a random variable, the sound pressure levels at points in the volume. The distribution of the mean is described by the standard deviation of the SPL in the volume. The expected value of the sound pressure level based on power balance arguments can be found in a number of classical architectural acoustics textbooks [I] . Estimates of the standard deviation of the expected space-averaged sound pressure level have been made [2] . The sound pressure levels are proportional to the potential energy at the observation points. The potential energy and therefore the SPLs in a volume are not constant through out the volume [3, 4] . 
s(dB)= J* (4)
The standard deviation estimate of the mean sound pressure level is an indication of the uncertainty of the prediction of the sound pressure level at a specified observer location.
Space-averaged sound pressure levels in acoustic volumes are known with greater confidence than the SPLs at points in these volumes.
The spatial variations of diffuse sound fields near rigid boundaries was developed by Waterhouse [3, 4] . The deviation from a spatially uniform sound field is encountered primarily at distances less than an acoustic wavelength from the walls of the volume. In automobiles or airplane cabins which are relatively small volumes the boundary zones may encompasses one or more of the response points of interest.
If the SEA acoustic volume is idealized as a rectangular enclosure then the sound pressure levels near the walls will be 3 dB higher than the center "uniform " portion of the field. Similarly near the intersection of two of the enclosures walls the sound pressure level will be 6dB higher and in the corners where three of the enclosure's wall intersect the sound pressure levels will be 9 dB higher. The SEA estimate of the SPL was computed based on a uniform energy distribution.
The sound pressure levels reflect the potential energy distribution not the total energy distribution. In the center of the room the SPL should be computed from a potential energy level which accounts for the non-uniform spatial distribution of the potential energy of the sound field. The Waterhouse correction is this spatial correction factor.
AS

WC =l+c (5)
The (SEA) power balance technique is used to compute an energy level in the acoustic enclosure and translate that into a spatially-averaged sound pressure level (equation 3). The Waterhouse correction is used to estimate the sound pressure levels in the center of the acoustic volume.
SPL,,,,,, = SPL,, -lolog (6)
The maximum level in the acoustic enclosure will be encountered in the "corner' of the enclosure and will be 9 dB higher than the sound pressure level in the center of the room.
CONCLUSIONS
In estimating the SPL in a room the spatial properties of the fields can explain spatial variations in the SPL improving the predictive power of the SEA power balance techniques. The SEA techniques assume that the sound fields in acoustic volumes are diffuse. The diffuse sound field assumptions can be used to develop information on the spatial distribution of sound pressure levels in these acoustic volumes. The sound field distributions are based on the Waterhouse corrections for reverberation rooms.
